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In one of the biggest cosmetic releases of the
year, Rihanna unveiled her Fenty Beauty makeup
line on Sept. 8. Compared to some of its department-store competitors, the line was rather
inexpensive, but for those on a budget, one might
be interested in the Gloss Bomb Universal Lip Luminizer in the shade “Fenty Glow” for $18.
The gloss is only available in one pink, “universal” shade. Once applied, the gloss leaves a
lightly-tinted color and a classy, muted sheen on the
lips. The Gloss Bomb Universal Lip Luminizer is not
incredibly sticky, but it can definitely be reformulated for a more natural feel.
The gloss hardly passes the food and drink test
and will likely have to be reapplied after a meal. But
for $18 and the excitement of buying a new product, makeup aficionados should give this gloss a try.

Stephen King’s 1986 novel “It” was transformed
into supernatural horror film released on Sept. 8.
The novel was previously released in 1990 as a TV
mini-series.
The R-rated movie was carried by solid performances from its cast of young adult actors, but it
was Bill Skarsgard who dominated the screen when
he appeared as the film’s antagonist, Pennywise the
Clown. Despite Skarsgard’s winning performance,
Pennywise doesn’t always scare due to reliance
on loud noises and bangs that startle the viewer
more than scare. Director Andres Muschietti could
have enhanced the tension for the scares the film
eventually offers.
Overall, “It” is worth the price of admission on a
late night with a group of friends despite sometimes
falling flat.

Trove, a free iOS app, updated on Aug. 19, allows
its users to follow style bloggers. When pulling up
their feed, users can view outfit details and trending
pieces. This is especially helpful because users can
see where they can buy specific pieces.
Users can also save posts to their profile, but
they cannot post their own photos. This limits the
interaction and engagement between users, making
the app less fun.
On the other hand, since only selected bloggers
can post to the app, users consistently havehigh-quality feeds. Though it is a fun and beautifully
designed app, Trove isn’t unique enough to be a
necessity. The fashion bloggers featured on the
app post the same content to other social media
platforms and the features, though cool, are not
new or innovative.

-- Jurnee Louder, News Editor

-- Connor McCage, Variety Editor

-- Aneesa Conine-Nakano, Co-Editor in Chief
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n Aug. 25, Netflix released its own adaptation of the “Death Note”
franchise. With five previous movies, an anime series, a live action tv
show, three video games and a musical, this series, originally a manga,
has seen its fair share of adaptations.
The original 13 books followed Light Yagami as he dispensed omnipotent justice by killing those
he saw fit to die in a small journal called the Death Note. Netflix, clearly not happy with their success
in orginal content, decided to sink 40 million dollars into a film put together as poorly as a elementary
school science fair project.
The 2017 adaptation of “Death Note” falls flat on its face. Director Adam Wingard leaves the viewers with
a permanent crick in the neck due to the number of angled shots, which are all paired with a dark faded
frame mimicking manga art that translates poorly to western cinema, making the film look artificial.
Along with terrible shots, the viewer is bombarded with artificial dialogue delivered by one dimensional
characters. The acting in the film is bad, unbelievable and hardly feels human.
“Death Note”, originally, was all about the complex battle of wits between two mental giants: “Light”
(Nat Wolff ) and, his antagonist, “L” (Keith Stanfield). While his character arch left him as a blank sheet
that someone wrote antagonist on, at the beginning of the movie, “L” seemed to be a well-developed
character similar to the one shown in the original book. “Light”, however, was not portryed as a
mental giant, but rather a bumbling fool who couldn’t decide whether he had a God complex or was
a jellyfish -- spineless and brainless. With a handful of background characters that vaguely resembled
those in the original book, this Netflix adaptation feels more like a summary given by a fifth grader.
This movie has a great base -- the original Death Note series was well thought out and executed
with precision. However, the same can’t be said about the Netflix adaptation. Everything that
was done well in the original series was thrown out. Poor dialogue delivered by poor acting
portrayed in terrible shots left viewers with the taste of a plastic apple in their mouth.
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